BEACON FOUL POLES

professional

standard

Beacon Foul Poles
Professional or standard, these deliver performance.
For a professional “Major League” appeal, our professional foul poles are built to high standards with a clean elegant look. The
unique base plate mounting system allows for easy installation and fine tune adjustment to insure your foul poles are perfectly
in-line and plumb to the foul line. Lighter weight than our professional foul poles, our standard foul poles are an economical
option. The poles can be direct buried or ground sleeves can be installed to allow for removal when necessary. These standard
poles still deliver in looks and performance.

PROFESSIONAL POLE FEATURES

STANDARD POLE FEATURES

n Heavy duty 4" OD schedule 40 A500 steel pipe
base upright

n 3.5" OD 13-gauge steel tube uprights

n Heavy duty 3.5" OD Schedule 40 A500 steel pipe
wing uprights

n Direct-bury posts or optional ground sleeves

n Unique base plate mounting system
n 18" wide 10-gauge expanded and flattened
3/4" steel visibility wing

n 18" wide expanded metal visibility wing
n Yellow powder coat finish
n Sold in pairs, assembly required

n Pre-assembled rebar and bolt cluster for
concrete foundation installation
n Yellow powder coat finish
n Sold in pairs, assembly required
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Beacon Foul Poles
For a professional look consider our 30 ft and 20 ft professional foul poles with our unique base plate mounting
system. Our more economical standard foul poles can be direct buried or mounted with ground sleeves and come in
12 ft, 15 ft or 20 ft options. Reference these product numbers when consulting with your Beacon representative.

BEACON FOUL POLES

PROFESSIONAL FOUL POLES

20' Foul Poles (10' wing)
30' Foul Poles (20' wing)

130-405-089
130-405-099

Custom heights and designs available.

Unique base plate mounting system
of the Professional Foul Poles

STANDARD FOUL POLES

12' Foul Poles (6' wing)
15' Foul Poles (8' wing)
20' Foul Poles (12' wing)

130-765-139
130-765-129
130-765-069

GROUND SLEEVES FOR STANDARD POLES

Ground sleeves [for 12' or 15' poles]
Ground sleeves [for 20' poles]

130-765-109
130-765-079

800-747-5985 | BeaconAthletics.com
8233 Forsythia St., Suite 120 Middleton, WI 53562
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